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Utilizing a CNC bender for your manufacturing projects allows you to eliminate a lot of cutting and 
welding, resulting in reduced production times, increased operational efficiency, and lower overall 
costs for you and your customers. CNC bending also eliminates the need for joint fixtures and 
welds, which reduces the risk of leak points at welded joints. 

There are a variety of CNC tube benders out there, each with varying specifications and 
capabilities. Axenics uses the following CNC Tube Bender for all of our precision tube bending 
projects, due to its versatile features, and the time and cost saving benefits it provides to our 
manufacturing clients

The Horn Metric TBRE Hybrid CNC Bender
The Horn Metric TBRE Hybrid CNC Bender offers dual stack tooling with mandrel bending and 
roll bending, which allows the machine to mandrel-bend tight radius and roll-form large radius 
sweeps on the top stack. It uses servo electric bending and servo tube positioning, combined with 
hydraulic tooling actuation to maximize the energy applied during the bending process.

What does servo mean?
The term servo is short for servomechanism, which is defined as “A servo (servomechanism) 
is an electromagnetic device that converts electricity into precise controlled motion by use 
of negative feedback mechanisms.” Servo motors are commonly used in robotics, automated 
manufacturing and CNC machining applications, such as CNC bending.

Servo (servomechanism), whatis.techtarget.com
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HOW IT WORKS
Electric/Hydraulic Combination 
The Horn Metric TBRE Hybrid is an electric/hydraulic CNC tube bender, which means that it 
combines electric drive bending with hydraulic bending actuation for optimal energy use and 
versatility. The clamp, pressure die, and pressure die assist are all hydraulic driven, while the 
mandrel is hydraulic with early withdrawal. 

Roll Bending and Rotary Draw Bending 
Tubing and Piping is most often reshaped or curved using one of two methods: either with a 
mandrel on a pipe bender (where a tight radius is required) or with a three-roll bender to roll 
the tube/pipe (where a large radius is desired). This machine offers both types of bending to 
meet the specific needs of your manufacturing projects. 

Double Stack Tooling 
The double stack tooling feature allows the bending technician to mount multiple tool sets at 
the same time. This makes it possible to perform multiple radius bends, and/or to use com-
pound tooling for complex parts with back to back bends, which would not be possible with the 
standard tooling.

Watch the Horn Metric TBRE Hybrid CNC Bender in Action!

CNC CONTROLS
BendPro CNC Controls 
The Horn Metric TBRE Hybrid CNC Bender utilizes BendPro CNC controls which offer full simula-
tion capabilities. The machine controls are easy to operate and program, provide the opportunity 
for 3D simulation, offer teach mode with anti-interface moves, and also provide access to online 
troubleshooting. The universal BendPro CNC control has the ability to interface with any tube 
bender, and is typically installed and configured for specific applications.

https://youtu.be/mI3ubKRfGlw
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Servo Motor Controlled 
The bend-arm(C-axis) is servo motor controlled via planetary transmission, and the carriage  
(y-axis) is servo motor controlled with optional carriage boost (RBE) on 50mm and above.  
Yaskawa or Delta digital servo drives are used to monitor the feedback signal and to make  
automatic adjustments as necessary. The collet (B-axis) rotation is also controlled by servo  
motor. The tooling shift is moved up and down by hydraulic force, and left to right by servo  
motor control. 

CAPABILITIES
Bend Radii 
The TBRE Hybrid CNC Bender capabilities vary based on a variety of factors. For example, this 
machine has the ability to bend 3/8-inch copper tubing on a very tight radius with the right 
tooling heroics. It can also bend up to 2-inch copper tubing with a tight radius. However, not 
every material can be bent to the same specifications. Tube bending projects are all like snow-
flakes; therefore, specific tooling must be purchased and utilized to perform specific bending 
projects, depending on the industry, desired bend radii, inside and outside diameters, etc.

Accuracy 
This machine consistently produces quality bends, with an accuracy of 0.005” to 0.010”. 

Bending Speeds 
Once this machine is set up, it can bend one part per minute, which allows for much faster 
bending capabilities than manual bending for moderate to high volume production runs.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Automatic Lubrication 
The machine also provides automatic mandrel lubrication and automatic tube support. This al-
lows for better lubricant control, resulting in optimal mandrel bends. 

Environmentally Friendly 
Because the machine consumes a relatively small amount of power, and produces low noise and 
heat, it is considered to be an environmentally friendly solution for a variety of bending projects. 

From Art to Part 
One of the best features of the bender is its ability to import 3-D designs using the latest soft-
ware, making it easier for OEMs and contract manufacturers. The engineer doesn’t need to have 
a perfect drawing of the bend they need. With the right software and a simple STEP or IGES file, 
almost anything can be done today. 
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To find out how Axenics can utilize the Horn Metric TBRE Hybrid  
CNC bender to assist you with your manufacturing needs,  

contact us at 603-595-9939 or email sales@axenics.com. 

About Axenics
Axenics provides quality metal and plastics manufacturing services to a variety of industries, 
including the medical device, semiconductor, life sciences, alternative energy, chemical 
manufacturing and aerospace industries. For over 30 years, our team of certified technicians 
has been committed to helping customers identify and resolve manufacturing systems issues 
using a customized problem solving approach. Offering production facilities in New Hampshire 
and Massachusetts, Axenics is committed to consistent high-quality within variety of complex 
assembly and manufacturing services, utilizing both metal and plastic tubing.

Watch the machine bend a stainless  
steel tube with a 1.5” OD x .65”  
wall thickness:

The part that appears in this video is a roughing line used to 
evacuate a vacuum system for the semiconductor industry.

By using the Horn Metric CNC bender to manufacture this 
part, we were able to keep the welded joints to a minimum, 
and significantly reduce the manufacturing time. 

https://youtu.be/lvQ-jAjO7HA

APPLICATIONS
The Horn Metric TBRE Hybrid CNC bender is the perfect solution for a variety of applications, across all 
industries. The TBRE model series bender is one of the most popular bending machines in the U.S., due 
to its vast capabilities, versatility, reliability and exceptional performance levels. 

Some of the most common applications it can be used for include: 

 Military/Defense applications
 Aerospace applications
 Medical Device application
 Automotive applications
 Semiconductor applications
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